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Conjunctive Constraints and Templates in Optimality Theory• 

Mark S Hewitt and Megan J. Crowhurst 

Brandets and UNC-CH 

In this paper we argue that Optlmahty Theory must allow constraints to fonn 
dependency relationshtps tn the fonn of conJunctions using the logical operator " ('and'). 
In our vtew, a set of conJomcd constratnts ts vtolat.ed as a whole if (and only if) at least one 
of the constrrunts tn the set ts vtolated. We also argue that conJunction is limited to cases 
where the conjotned constratnts share an argument, or fulcrum: which delimits the 
evaluation domain for the conJunction. Our fonnal system captures both fully non-gradient 
as well as partially gradtcnt evaluation among constratnts Evidence for conjunction is 
drawn from cases in whtch the criterion of mimmal vtolation fails to predict attested surface 
representations when constramts arc evaluated mdcpcndently. We examine two such 
patterns; the asstgnmcnt of stress tn Dongolese Nuhtan and in Diyari: and show that an 
analysis which recognizes conJunction predtcts attested outputs under otherwise standard 
assumptions concemmg the evaluation of interacting constratnts m OT. 

The Optimahty Theoretic (On framework, as proposed by Prince & Smolensky 
( 1 99 1 ,  1993 [= P&S)) and developed in McCarthy & Prince [= M&P] ( 1993a,b: 1994) and 
numerous other works. rehes on the dommance ranking of output constr:unts through 
which a set of candidate representatiOns ts filtered to detennine the optimal output 
representation for a gtven mput. The opumal candidate tS chosen by the critenon of 
minimal violatwn: the hest candidates vtolate top-ranking constraints the least. In OT to 
date, output constratnts (defined by UG and present tn all phonologtcal grammars) have 
been assumed to parttctpate tn only two relationshtps: (i) pairs of constramts may be 
stratified, or ranked, in hierarchical interactions m whtch a constraint A crucially dominates 
a constramt B. tn whtch case we wnte A • 8; or (ii) they may be unrank�d. sigrufymg that 
the mteraction of A and B is not cructal for optimtzattOn. In any constraint configuration, 
the evaluation function (H-E val) will choose the candidate which violates the constraints the 
least under the critenon of minimal violation as shown m ( I ), where A » B » C 

( I )  I A 
• 

Cand2 • 

• We acknowledge with apprectauon the remark� of NELS parttctpanl�, and espectally the tnstghtful 
comments of our colleague Scott Myer� 
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102 HEWITI & CROWHURST 

Below, we present two cases where the evaluation criterion of minimal violation leads to 
the wrong predictions. These cases involve a loss of gradience in the evaluation of certain 
constraints; that is, ca.� where multiple violations are no worse than one violation, so that 
the dafference in the number of violauons for constraint B in Cand I and Cand2 of ( I ), for 
example, does not detemune the opumal output. 

A related 1ssue addressed in this paper i.o; dependency. The null assumption is that 
there are few (if any) dependencies among the constraints and that they are independently 
rankable. If this is correct then any logical possible ranking of the individual constraint<; 
should result in a natural grammar. However, there are rea.sons to doubt that all logically 
possible rankings of constraints are actually attested. As an example, the Faithfulness 
constraints (the Par�e and Fill families) have been highly ranked in fragments of OT 
grammars proposed to date. Suppressing the Faithfulness constra.ants, while certainly 
po�!iible, would lead to grammars pennitting virtually indiscernible relationships between 
inputs and outputs through freely underparsing or epcnthesizing to satisfy other 
constraints. Another rea.c;on to suspect that ranlcings are not cntarcly free is that OT 
as.,o;umes a notion of markedness under which certain configurations arc more common than 
others Random generation of rankings across languages should banhh to statistical 
oblivion the clusterings associated with well-known markedness relations. (Note, 
however, that markedness can be captured by tailoring the definitions of con.c;l.ralnts as well 
� through theu rankings. P&S elegantly rcprc.c;ent the markedness relation between CV 
and CVC syllables by dovetailing the definitions of the Onset and NoCoda constraints.) 

In thts paper we argue that the considerations discussed above force OT to admit a 
third type of relationship between constraints, one wh1ch takes the fonn of a conjunctive 
dependency. In a conjunctive dependency. a set of conjoined constraants is violated 
whenever at least one of the constraints in the set is violated: conversely. a conjunctaon is 
unviolated only when none of its conjuncts is. In other words, a constraint violation in our 

ystem IS equivalent to False in the truth table for conJuncuon as si.J.Uldardly defined by 
logiciaJils, such that a logical conjuncuon IS truth·conditionally false whenever one of it� 
conjuncts is false.1 We illustrate this parallel between the truth table for a logical 
conjunction and the violataon chart for the constraint conjunction in (2). (The status of the 
conjunction as a whole is shown in the colwnns headed by the logical operator A.) 

(2) (a) Lo�ical con'unction 
Asseruon A ,.., As�en10nB 

T T T 
T F F 

F r T 

F F F 

.I .1 �----+--.-�----1 • • 

• • 

• • • 

As the chart in (2b) makes clear, the evaluation of conjoined constraints differs from 
evaluation in the standard, unconjoined relation in that conJunction results in a type of non
gradience previously unexpressed in OT, which departs from the stnct.est interpretation of 
minimal violation: the conJunction in (2b) receives a single ·•• when either or both of its 
conjuncts is (arc) VIolated, as opposed to the maximum double violation possable af the two 
constraints were simply unranked. In other words, the violauon of all constramts in a 
conJuncuon as no worse than the violation of any subset of the participating constraints. 

1 A different v1ew of constraanl conJuncuon has been proposed by Paul Smolenslcy ( 1993) , m whach a 
constraant v1olauon 1s cquavalent to True an the logacal truth table. The ev1dence c1tcd by these authors and 
m our own work clearly 1nd1cates that both relauons are necessary. The u.sue of whether the two 
approac� to conJunctions can be uruficd as pursued an Hewm &. Crowhurst (m preparation) 2
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CONJUNCTIVE CONSTRAINTS 103 

In the remainder of this paper, we show that the conjuncttvc rclaLJon introduced 
here is crucial for capturing two dtstinct types of linguistic patterns which surface tn a 
number of languages. The two patterns we examine are the familiar metrical edge-to
opposite-edge-default pattern found in so-called cdgc/-cdge languages such as Dongolcsc 
Nubtan, and the morphology-dependent metrical system of Diyari. Though the simtlarilics 
among these languages are by no means tmmediately evidenl, the adequate characten.t..alion 
of each requires the formal dev1ce of constnunt conjuncLJon. We also argue that constraint 
conjunction is limited to cases where the conjuncts share an argument, the fulcrum, which 
defines the evaluation doma�n for the conJuncuon. 

1 . Default to the Opposite Edge 

The need for constraint conjunction and the details of our approach can be simply 
illustrated through reference to phonological phenomena whose descriptions st.andardly 
take the form "If X Then Y, Otherwise Z". We show that the constraints comprising the 
" ILThen ...  " portions cannot be independent, and must be conJOIOed An example of the 
type of dependency we arc discussing is found in the familiar edge/-edge stress pattern of 
Dongolese Nubian, described by Armbruster ( 1 960, 1965) The generalintion for 
Dongolese stress is stated in (3); represent.auve examples appear 10 (4) (page numbers 
following cited forms refer to Annbruster 1 960).2 

(3) Dongolese stress: 
(i) If a form contains one or more heavy syllables, stress the rightmost heavy; 
(ii) otherw1se, stress the imtial syllable. 

(4)a bcckatu 'to be lulled' xu• b. burun ·u is a gul' x111 

dog6og1r 'raJSe 1t' x111 taraga 'page. leaf 193 
tclcgniaflcl 'a telegram' 90 mugosan 'tell to leave' 145 

ununccokcgid "lhelr maternal aunt' 199 gti\Iran 'tell him (her) to go 

maasuura 'tube, p1pe' 139 and Walt' Xili 
maalccS ·u doesn't matter' 136 

scrccgirSuglccrcdug 'be m the situaJion of havmg worked well' 175 

The constraints needed to account for this pattern are H�avyH�ad (accounung for 
Dongolese's sensitivity to prominence), Rightm.ostH�ad and uftmostHtad, g1ven 10 (5). 

(5) a. 
b. 
c. 

Heavy Head: 
RighunostHead: 
LeftrnostHead: 

The head o of a Foot ts bimoraic, J.lJ.l. 3 
Align (Head(F), R, PrWd, R). 
Align (Head(F), L, PrWd, L). 

HeavyHead requires stressed syllables to be heavy, and returns a violation for any stress
bearing light syllable. RightmostHead and leftrnostHead require that the stress-head be 
right- and left-aligned within its domain. VIOlations are evaluated gradiently, so that a mark 
• is returned for every syllable separating the stress-head from the relevant edge. 

2 The pattern described here is reported by Hayes ( 1980/5). A survey of Armbruster ( 1 965) seems to 
confirm (3) as lhe unmarked stress pattern, though exceptions are not uncommon Interested reader� are 
referred to lhe works cited. The transcnpuons given here d1ffer from Armbruster"s only 1n lhat we show 
long vowels as doubled. 
3 Th1s constraint reflects lhe proposals or Crowhurst (1991) for placing min•mahty cond1Uons on heads 3
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CONJUNCfiVE CONSTRAINTS 105 

Recall that in a conjunction. as defined in our system, each condition must be met for the 
conjunction to be satisfied. In other words, the conjunction is violated if either or both of 
the conjuncts is (arc) violated. Furthermore, a.\ we noted earlier, there is a sense in which a 
conjunction of constraints can lead to a completely non-gradient evaluation of those 
constraints, collapsing multiple violations on the individual conjuncts into a �ingle 
violation of the conJunction as a whole. We set out our reasoning below. 

Each of the constraints HeavyHead and RightrnostHead tmposes a condttion of 
maximum harmony on a specific individual--the head of the stress fool. We refer to thi� 
argument. shared by the conjoined constraints, as the fulcrum of the conjunction. We 
propose that the evaluation of every conjunction is relativized to the fulcrum, so that the 
very relation of conjunction is restricted to sets of constraints for which a fulcrum can be 
defined--that is, to sets of constraints sharing an argument Why must this be the ca.se? 
Consider that every constraint has a focus. or an argument on which a condition is 
predicated. The focus of the constraints Onset and NoCoda (P&S). for example, is the 
syllable; the focus of an Alignment constraint (M&P 1993b) is the universally quantified 
argument. If a conJunction is to be evaluated as a single entity, then it too must have a 
focus. just as unconjoined constraints do. We propose that this focus is defined by the 
fulcrum. In what foUows we represent the fulcrum in raised scnpt to the nght of the logical 
operator, so that (8) is more explicitly staled as HeavyHead ,..Head( F) RightmostHead. 

How is the evaluation of a conjunction relativtzed to its fulcrum? In two ways 
The frrst is related to the fulcrum's role in delimiting the domain within which violations of 
the conjunction are assessed. Our basic intuition is that the evaluation domain encompasses 
only the set of elements eligible lO be the fulcrum targeted by the conjoined constraints--the 
"microcandidates" for fulcrum status. The criterion for eligibility here is quantity, imposed 
by HeavyHead. As we will show, rightmost-ness matters for evaluating the conJunction as 
a whole, but plays no role in restricting the evaluation domain, at least in fonns with heavy 
syllables. This indicates that even within a conjunction such as our HeavyHead "HudCf) 
RightrnostHead, constraints may be ranked. In our example, HeavyHead outranks 
RightmostHead.s Consider our tableau for the fonn maasuura in (9) (Violations of 
constraints within a conjunction that are not passed up directly are enclosed in parentheses.) 

(9) 

The attested fonn in (9a) is correctly selected as optimal because no violation is assessed 
against the conjunction, even though the fonn ends in a light syllable. It must therefore be 
the case that no violations are returned for light syllables separating heavy syllables from 
the right edge of the prosodic word.6 In other words, in forms containing both light and 
heavy syllables, only the heavy syllables are relevant in assessing right-alignment m the 
conjunction HeavyHead "Head(F) RightrnostHead. 

5 If RiJhlmostHead were the more highly ranked constraint, then the domain of evaluauon should be 
ratticted to ri&htmoat ayllablea. In an edge/-edge metrical system, the expected surface reflex of th1s 
ruldna lhould be "If the rightmost syllable is heavy, stress it; otherwise, wess the 1n111al syllable." 
6 1bia lalapRblioa Ia remini.a:nt of the standard interpretation of how tone and feature spreadmg behave 
Ia &yii.CIDI where noa-bearing qments are transparent; only pottlllUJl bearers for a feature maner. 5
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CONJUNCI1VB CONSTRAINTS 107 

Ulld in oar � 1'lle ....mt JUplmGIIHeld requila lbal lbe  beida of feet be rilbt
alianed wldlill the ap�riate domain. Given lhis requirement, lhe candidate 
•(mb)(adu)ra in tableau (9) faila becaaae lhe fint atreaa-held violatea lhe conjunction, 
while .._ oplimal cudjda• IDU(adu)ra doea noL 1bua, our analylia requires no additional 
maddnery to ICDOIIIll far .._  c:aaflaliDa propeniea of Donaolae aaeu.1•9 

To aammlrize, rank!� lbe conatninll HeavyHead and RiahtmoatHead 
llldepeadendy in Doaaolele aa to a conllldiclion: Riabtmoallfeld must domuwe 
LeftiDoatlleld wben lleavy ayllablel are pretent, yet Leltmoadlead must dominate 
IUJidmoatlfeld wbell they are ablenL Conjoininl HeavyHead and RiptmostHead 
enlbla us to -� lbe clependency - emil for beada between lhe propenies of 
syllable weipt (Heavylfelil) and �oaidon in lhe strina (RishtmostHead). This 
dependency abo affecll tbe evaluation of the RisbtmoatHead constraint, which is 
coDditioned by ill conjunction with HeavyHeld. aucb lhat only potential held-bearers 
(beavy syllabla) count for ill evalualion. We have shown lbat lhis must be the case as lhe 
aitenon of minimal violation does not satisfy RiptmostHead at lhe expense of 
Leftmoadlead when lbae are no heavy ayllabla paem in the llrina. 

Tbe findinp lhll conaninll may be conjoined, and lhll conjuncu may be ranted 
wilb respect to one another indic:are lbat a conJunction may function as a fraament of a 
CODSinint biaarc:by embedded wilbin a laqer biaan:hy, and whose evaluation is n:suictal 
to a domain whose scope is delimited by a set of microcandidates elipble 10 serve as the 
fa1crum of die conjunction. 

2 .  Man • die Nllllln Md ....... of c.JIIIIdloll 
In Ibis section we explcxe funber lbe limill on p1ldience n:sullins from relalivizins 

evaluation wilhin a conjunction to lbe fulcrum. We have lfiUed lhat linkins consll'lints 
duoup conjunction lelda to a type of non-&Jidient evaluation such lhal the union of all 
violaliona apinlt individual conjUDCII" counll u a ainp violalion of die conjunction as a 
whole. Thus, in Donaolese, we saw that the conjunction HeavyHead ,_ Head(P) 
RiJbtmoallfeld reiUnled at moat one violalion per candidale. This is not always lhe case, 
however: even tboup conjunction compreuea violalions, a conjunction may in fact be 
violated more than once in a siqle candidate. Below we show, usins Diyari as an 
� dial lbe IIUIIIber of violalions uaeaaed per conjunction corres� to lbe number 
of fubuma in a candjd•te form. In Olber wonll, jut as a constraint like Onset can return 
up to u many vioJIIiona u lbae are syllables in a candidare. a conjunction can return up 10 
11 violations for a candidare containina 11 fulcrums. Now lhat most of our crucial 
IIIUIDplions have been iniiOduced, we ansent our clefinilion of conjunction in ( 1 2). 

I For • ....,... oi Callllldoa la c.n.e Anlllc wllk:b also rella OD 11rea ._, ud PrWd alip!DC!ll. tee 
Caowlua (l995). 
9 A ...-lly-lllleci iiCie-ClCiajuacw ICClOUM of edp/-edp IIJIIUIICI hll beea propoeed by Keulowicz 
(19M), la ltculowa'1 ... ,.... Poodlia II •bonllulcd lO c:ouualatl which &oplbcr lmpCIIC bUatcral 
....... OD die ldlll Of lbe - foot ud word P*, IUbjecl to die requlremeal dill DOD-beida ID die fOOl 
11'1 ... ......... ... die a.d. 'l1le --� Ia lhii �Cea��Dwlcz'I ICCOUDl permitl fOOl llniCIW'el wry much 
lilrll lbe OB fOOl _. pnlpOIId by Ha)'ll (191Cn5), lacludial uaboullded fOOl llrUClUI'el •ell u 
_.,cQtcpl) ud (lnGJolu). Note lllo lbll .,. Ulboueded lrOcbalc llniCIUrel ue permlued to have 
IIMJ ...... . ............ ao laqlr ......, IQCIIIfed lD IDelricll pboaoloay. Al ltealtowicz'I ICCOUIII 
.... ..., c:labM IIMIUt foot -. ud alwa dill w filld plealy of eYideDce for coajullctioa (see 
1110 J1ewi11 A OowluMo ia pnipll"lllaa). we a lacliMd to NIDIIa with • ..aya�a whlcb IIIUIDCI biDirJ 
.... .. pilllcullr. 7
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108 HEWm & CROWHURST 

( 12) Constraint Conjunction: a set of constraints {A A B A  • • •  n} evaluated relative to 
a fulcrum (= PCat or GCat), returning on� violation for the entire conjunction for 
each fulcrum in the candidate representation. 

A more concrete example of a case in which a conjunction incurs multiple violations 
will be helpful. A�suming (i) a set of conjoined constraints A 1\MCat B, which both share 
an argument MCat (for example, a morpheme); and (ii) inputs containing five instances of 
MCat, evaluation proceeds m the following manner: each MCat in the candidate 
representation is evaluated in parallel by the conjunction. If one (or more) of the conjuncts 
is violated in a given MCat, a smgle ·•· is assessed in the conjunction cell in the tableau. 
Consider ( 1 3), which presents an MCat-by-MCat display in which violations of constraints 
A and B are registered as 'x' and the violauon passed up to the conjunction by each MCat 
appears as ·•·. 

( 1 3) 
Candl Conjunction: 

Fulcrums 
Const.ramts: 

• 

MCata 
A X 
B 

• • • 

MCal6 MCaty MCatO MCa� 
X X 
X X X 

The tableau format for the information graphically represented m ( 1 3) is shown in 
( 1 4). Violations of the conjuncts A and B are shown with a subscnpt identifying the 
fulcrum which incurred the violation. The violations registered for the conjunction as a 
whole are centered under the 11 operator. Only the violations passed up to the conjunction 
arc crucial for the evaluation of candidates. 

( 1 4) 

We use this notation below in our analysis of Diyari. 

3 .  Templatic Conjunction in Diyari 

In this section we examine evidence from the Australian language Diyari (Austin 
1981  ), which exhibits an unusual interaction between morphology and prosody. Dtyari 
presents another case for conjunction. but differs from Dongolese in that a constraint 
conjunction is evaluated across several fulcrums in a single candidate form, resulting in 
muluple violation� of the conjunction. 

In Diyari, every morpheme of at least two syllables begins with a bisyllabic foot, 
while monosyllabic morphemes are never stressed (e.g. pu/udu 'mud', IJ dndawa/ka 'to 
close'. and pu/udu-ni·mlua 'mud-LOC·IDENT'; Austin 1 98 1 :3 1  ). In other words. foot 
boundaries are co-located with morpheme boundaries in Diyari, subject to a minimum size 
constraint on the morpheme. The problem for Diyari lies in accounting for the unusually 

8
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CONJUNCTIVE CONSTRAINTS 109 

intimate relationship between foot and morpheme structure: 10 most languag� foot-bu1khng 
is not restricted by morpheme boundaries as in Diyari. 10 

The Optimality Theoretic solution we propose to these problems. bu1lding on 
proposals by P&S and M&_

P ( 1993b), makes usc of templari� con.mainu w
_h

1ch imp�sc 
requirements of bilateral ahgnment on the edges of grarnmaucal and prm.odtc catcgoncs 
(e.g. morphemes and prosodic words). Our proposal is that such tcmplauc constrainL\ arc 
conjunctions of Alignment constraints. The metrical system of Diyari requires the high
ranking conjunction of Alignment constraints in ( l 5a) This templatic conjunction is 
crucially ranked below the FootBin(a) constraint ( l 5b}, which requ1rcs feet to dommatc 
exactly two syllables. t I 

( 1 5) a. Align (Morpheme, L, Foot, L) " Align (Morpheme, R, Foot, R) 
b. FootBin(a}: A foot must dominate two syllables. 

Before procecdtng wtth our analysis of D1yan under the conjunctive approach, we first 
discuss the nature and formalization of templatic relations and the configuration required for 
testing whether two Alignment constraints are in a conJuncuve relation or not 

3.1 Testing Templatic Alignment Relations 

Templatic constraints were originally conceived by M&P ( 1986) to establish 
correspondences between morphological and prosodic categones. An example is found in 
M&P's ( 1986:38-9) analysis of reduplication in Man am: R�duplicariv� Morph�m� = Foot 
(e.g. safaga > salagalDga). In the OT literature, P&S propose the ex1stence of templatic 
constraints which establish a correspondence between a lexical category and a prosod1c 
category: uxCat = PCat. More recently, M&P ( 1993b) argue that the effects of prosod1c 
templates follow from the requirements of independent Alignment constraints, as in ( 1 6). 
which enforce correspondences between the �dgu of the relevant categories. The formal 
definition of Alignment constraints appears in ( 17) 

( 1 6) RED = Foot: Align (RED, L, Foot, L), A11gn (RED. R, Foot, R) 

( 1 7) Generalized Alignment (M&P 1993b:2): 
Align (Catl ,  Edge l ,  Cat2, Edge2) =def 

where 
V Catl 3 Cat2 such that Edgel ofCatl and Edge2 of Cat2 comc1de, 

Cat l ,  Cat2 e Peat u GCat (Prosodic and Grammatical categories) 
Edge 1 ,  Edge2 e ( Right, Left } 

The "Align" operator takes four arguments, two constituents and two of the1r edges 
"Align" quantifies universally over the first constituent/edge patr and existentially over the 
second constituent/edge pair. Alignment constraints can be read in the following manner· 
"For every constituent X there is a constituent Y. such that the appropriate edges coinctde." 

IO Derivational approaches 10 Diyari responded by delimng the cychc application of structure bualdtng 
rules in an unusual manner (Poser 1989, HewtU 1992). Specalically, ll was necessary cather to metnfy each 
morpheme independently of others an the Sliing, a new type of cychclly (Hewm 1992); or to apply a rule 
of stray syllable adjunction at the end of every cycle, turmng what should be a post-leXJcal clean-up strategy 
into a lexically ordered rule. 
I I  This is a modification of the original FootBin constraint of P&S:47 which only rcquares bananty to 
exist on one of two levels (syllabic or moraic). (See Hewiu 1994 for sam alar proposal� based on Yuptk.) 9
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CONJUNCTIVE CONSTRAINTS I l l  

constraints force H-Eval to reject cand1date (2 1  a) tn favor of (2 1  b) which has muluple 
prosod1c categories, as this candidate best satisties the Alignment constraint�. 

(2 1 )  Candidate set: 
PCat PCat PCat PCat PCat 

I \ !_\ /_\ 1_\ 1_\ 
a. ( o.  . .. � } ( l;  ... y}Mcal b. ( o.  ... J3 ) ( o  . .. y)MCal c. ( o.  . .. J3 ) ( o  .. . y}MCat d. ( o.  ... J3 ) ( o  .. y}MCat 

e . Align (MCat L AJtgn (MCat R •struc(P) 
PCat L) PCat R) 

(2la) •! • • 

(2 lb) ./ • •  

(2lc) •! • • 

(2ld) •! • • 

In order to test whether or not the relationship of the templatic Alignment 
constraints is conjunctive, it is necessary to have a dominating constraint wh1ch forces a 
m1smatch between the categones mvolved in the templatic relationship Th1s can occur 
when a dominatmg constraint govemmg the s1ze of the prosod1c category is present and the 
form of the morphological category leads to violations of that constramt. These are exactly 
the circumstances we find in Diyari 

3 .  2 Stress Assignment in  Diyari: Morpheme=Foot 

In this section we examine the placement of feet 1n D1yan (Australia) based on 
analyses in Austin ( 198 I )  and Poser ( 1 986) and argue that the generali7..ations should be 
expressed in OT through a conJunction of Alignment constratnts captunng a templauc 
correspondence between MCat, a morpheme, and PCat, a foot. 

3 .  2 .  1 Basic generalizations and analysis 

Ausun ( 198 1 :30-3 1 )  tells us that primary stress in D1yari is word-iniual, ass1gned to 
the first syllable of the root, while secondary stress falls on the third syllable of 
quadrisyllabic morphemes, and on the mitial syllable of all suffixes of two syllables or 
longer. In essence, the syllabic length of a morpheme determines whether it has stress or 
not: morphemes of two or more syllables are stressed, wh1le monosyllah1c morphemes are 
never stressed. Examples demonstrating these patterns appear 1n (22) 

(22) a. k1J:!a 'man' c. puiYudu-n1-m�1a 'mud-L<X::·IDENT 
b. pfnadu 'old man' f. pfnadu-wAr.l 'old man-PLURAL' 
c. u�dawalka 'to clo\c' g. k�a-w� man-PLURAL' 

d. m��a-la-ni 'hill-char ·L< x::· b I) i1nda-na-m�ta lut-PA.RT-IDENT 

The important generalization for us is that every Diyari morpheme of two or four 
syllables is fully parsed into hisyllahic feet. n The account we propose here rehes on the 
conjunction of Alignment constraint� in (23) wh1ch establishes a templatic correspondence 

1 3  There is only one quadnsyllabtc suffh: m Dtyan yat1maw 'optauvc' Ausun does not give eumplcs 
using this morpheme where strcs.\ is marked. hut as he doe.� not note any oddity regardmg stress we assume 
that there is a secondary stress on (ma). 11
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between morphemes and feet (repeated from ( 1 5a); we abbreviate the conjuncts henceforth 
as M-F-L and M-F-R). '4 The fulcrum of the conjunction is the morpheme. 

(23) Align (Morpheme, L, Foot, L) "Morph Align (Morpheme, R, Foot. R) 

The tableau in (24) shows that the conjunction in (23) is unviolated in forms containing 
only even-syllabled morphemes, since both edges of every morpheme can be properly 
aligned. IS Note that foot-building is achieved at the expense of •struc(F), the member of 
the •Struc(P) family we require for Diyari, which must therefore be ranked below the 
conjunction in the hierarchy. 

(24) /{ kana}a·{ wara}J¥ and /{ oandawalka }a/ 
Candidates M-t'-L "Morph M-F-R •struc(F) 
a. (k!J:la)-(w�) ./ • • 

b. Oc�a)-wara (•B) •! (•B) • 

c. kiU)a-(wara) (• a> •! c• a.> • 

d. <o�da)(wMka) ./ • •  

e .  (o4nda)walka •t <·a> • 

f. oanda(w4l.ka) <•a) . , • 

The forms analysed in (24) do not make the argument for conjunction, as in these 
cases, ranking the Alignment constraints nonconjunctively would yield the same results. 
The argument turns on forms such as 1}6nda-na-mata and m&)a-la-a.i, which contam 
morphemes of one syllable. Monosyllabic morphemes are never footed, due to the high
ranking (in fact, undominated) status of FootBin(a) in ( 1 5b).l6 The crucial evidence for 
conjunctive ranking is that even when two monosyllabic morphemes occur in sequence, 
they are not footed. Candidates containing morphemes of one syllable, then, always 
vtolat.e the conjunction in (23), � shown in tableau (25). 

14 Derivational accounts of the D1yan pauern have proposed cychc algonthnu (Poser I 989, HewJU 1992), 
wh1le withm OT Crowhur�t ( 1994b) has propo� a constraint TauJoft'WrpMmic Fool, •Ffo Ml o), which 
assesses a v1olauon 1f a root spans a morpheme boundary. While Crowhurst's constraint is descnpuveJy 
adeQuate for DJyari, 11 mcurs the heavy co t in rormaltzatton or all such negauve alignment constraints, 
smce detemunmg exiStence of non-edge elements w1thm a ca.regory (foot) requtres 1 more powerful search 
algorithm Funhermore, 11 1S not possible to extend th1s approach to cover prosod1c word formauon 10 
Y1d1nY, which has a s1mllar descnpuve generaht.auon (5ee Hewnt & Crowhurst, m preparation). 
I .S We do not senously cons1der candidates wtth no foot at all. lo addition to VIOiaung the conJuncuon In 
(23), they also v1olate the requtrernent that the PrWd contain 1 head. 1liC pnmary status of the IDJUal stres 
m D1yan 1s accounted for by the h1gh-ranlc.ing status of the consuaJDt Ahgn (Head( PrWd) L PrWd L), wh1ch 
reqwres left-alignment between the head of the PrWd and the Head foot of the PrWd (1  c. Head(PrWd)). 
16 Clearly, FootBm(o) dommates another constraint requmog that all syllables be dorrunatcd hy feet We 
assume that unfooted syllables arc linked to the PrWd 

12
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(25) 

CONJUNCfiVE CONSTRAINTS 

l{ ma�a laUa f8 Ql ly an �an a a na ill mata ly· } { 
. 

} I d I{ d } { } { } I 
Candidates FtBm(o) M-F-L "Morph 

a. (mi�a)-la-ni ./ <•B ·•y> • • 

b. (mi�a)·Ua-nl) <•a> • •  
c. (m<i<,ia)-Ua)-(nl} . , . • 

d. (nanda)-na-(m�ta) ./ <•a> • 
e. (�1nda)-na-mata (•B •y) • •! 
f. (r:tanda)-(na-ma)ta (•y) • *! 
g. (�anda)-(na)-(mata) *! 

1 1 3 

M-F-R •struc(F) 

<•a ·x> • 

(•y) . . , 

• • •  

<•B> • •  

<•s •v> • 

<•s •v> • • 
• • • 

The cand1datcs m (25) whtch vtolate top-ranked FootBin(o) are excluded immediately. The 
chotec between (25d.c,f) IS straightforward, since (25d) violates the conjunction 
mtntmally. However, each the competing candidates in (25a,b) contains two violations for 
the templatic conJunction. (This IS possible because the morpheme is the fulcrum of the 
conjunction in (23); therefore, each of the monosyUabic morphemes in md(la-La-ai violates 
the conjunction.) Thus, the decision between them falls to • Struc(F). 

If the templauc Alignment constrrunts were ranked independently, we would expect 
(25b), and not (25a) to be optimaJ, as the secondary stress foot tn (25b) lead to fewer 
violattons of the Alignment constraints mdtvtdually ThiS is shown m the tableau in (26) 

(26) Candidates FtBrn(o) M-F-L M-F-R •struc(F) 

a. (mAda)-la-nl * * ., . • 

b. (mli�a)-(la-w) 1t • • • • 
c. (mi�a)-(la)-(nl) . , . • • •  

It should be clear that regardless of wh1ch constraint is dommant, M-F-L or M-F-R, a 
nonconJunctive account mcorrectly selects •(ml{Qa)-(la-ni) as the opumaJ cand1date.J1 

Trisyllabtc roots, Wee monosyllabic morphemes, are bound to v1olate the templatic 
conJunction, in order to satisfy FootBin(o) Yet, all trisyllabic roots bear iruuaJ primary 
stress The pnmary status of the leftmost stress m Diyari can be accounted for by ranking 
h1ghly the constraint Main-Stress-Left in (27), which requires that the head of the prosodic 
word be left-aligned withtn its domain. 

(27) Main-Stress-Left: Align (Head(PrWd) L PrWd L) 

The facts suggest that Main-Stress-Left is undominated in Diyari. Crucially, (27) outranks 
the templatic conjunction to force an tnttial foot in a trisyllabic root, in violation of the 
conjunction. As FootBin(o) aJso dominates the conjunction, this foot cannot be stretched 
to encompass the third syllable of the root, nor can a monosyllable foot be constructed to 
properly align the root's right edge. The fmal version of the hierarchy reqwred for Dtyari is 
shown in (28). The tableau for pu/Yudu-ai-nulta is shown in (29). 

(28) Main-Stress-Left » FootBin(o) » M-F-L "Morph M-F-R » •Struc(F) 

!7 If the templauc Alignment constraints are ranked independently. but are both dominated by •Struc(F), 
then we arrive at the attested form m4da-1a-41 However, ranking •Struc(F) so htghly also predtcts the 
absence of secondary stresses m other forms 13
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Mam- FtBmo 
Sucss- L 

• 

The candidates in (29c,d,e) arc non-optimal as all contain non-binary feet 
Candidates (29f,g) are excluded through violations of Main-Stress-Right. This leaves the 
final competition to (29a) and (29b). As these candidates are tied with respect to the 
tcmplattc conjunction (with violations assessed conjunctively), (29a) is selected since it has 
fewer •Struc(F) violations. Note once again that if the Alignment constraints were 
independently rather than conJunctively ranked, (29b) would be incorrectly selected as 
optimal. 

Our analysis makes two specific predictions for Diyari. The first is that in a 
quinqucsyllabic root (or suffix) we expect to find a foot at both edges of the morpheme, 
rcsulttng m initial and penultimate strcss. t8 This outcome should be forced by the templatic 
conJtmcuon, which is satisfied only when either edge of a morpheme is aligned with the 
same edge of a foot. Our second pred1ct10n is that trisyllabic suffixes should be stressless, 
a.� to foot a trisyllabic suffix violates the conjunction, and the presence of a foot in such a 
case would not be required by Main-Stress-Right. This prediction is untestablc as there are 
no trisyllabic suffixes listed in Austin ( 198 1 ). The absence of trisyllabic suffixes is of 
mterest and could be viewed as evidence, especially as both two and four syllable suffixes 
cxast: however it 1s impossible to rule out an accidental gap intefl)retation. 

Before concluding, we comment briefly on other ways in wh1ch templatic 
constraints have been viewed, the nmions GCat is a PC at, GCat=PCat, and GCat is tht 
content nf PCat. Following Ito & Mester ( 1 995) the is a relation requires a one-to-one 
mapping between the contento; of a mofl)hcme and a dominatmg foot (a refinement of the 
ongin.al GCat=PCal). A constraint like Morphtmt 1s a Foot requires the morpheme to be 
umquely contained within a single foot: no part of the morpheme may be shared with 
another foot and no part of the mofl)heme may fall outside the foot. Conversely, the 1s the 
content of relation does not require a one-to-one correspondence: as long as a Path exists 
between the foot node and all the contents of a morpheme, the relation holds (1t is possible 
for part of the mofl)hcmc to be arnbipodic from this perspective). It should be immediately 
clear that neither the iJ a nor the is the content of relation is adequate to capture the 
properties of Diyari forms like (!J,nda)(wAika), in which the morpheme's edges arc aligned 

18 Ausun hsts a smgle quinquesyllab1C root, W111tara110ya 'how long', m the glo sary to h1s grammar, hut 
docs not mark suess. Whtle th1s form was hkely h1stoncally morphologtcally complex, the ev�dencc for 
where the boundary may have hccn located 1s con01c11ng. Austin cues the form wrnJa when', tmplytng 
that ranu}a IS tndependent However, [r) doesn't occur word-imually, nor 1nttially 1n b1syllab1C or longer 
suffixes. This would argue for any morphem1c spltt to be a her the [ra]. Addauonal support for thts vtew Is 
the fact that [r) does not occur tn the onset of the thtrd yllable 10 quadrisyllab1c roots. which would lead us 
to the gcncraltzallon that (r) IS banned foot-tmually. (See Hew111 1 992  for diSCUSSion on the d1slribuuon of 
consonants tn D1yan w1th respect to stress.) The.� cons1derauon uggest that wmrarana\D IS ap1 to fulfill 
our prcd1cttons rcgard1 ng sucss, w1th a secondary suess on the penultimate syllable. 

14
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with the edges of different feel. The advantage nl formalmng Diyan\ morpheme-to-foot 
corTC.\pondence in terms of Alignment comtraanL\ is that nothmg 1n Gcncralitcd Alignment 
theory fon:cs a uni4ue relationship between a smgle morphologacal category and 11 �inglc 
prosodic category (e.g. morphemes and feet) as long as the edge' of the universally 
quantified argument (an our analysis, the morpheme) arc properly aligned 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper we have argued that OT must allow a third type of relation between 
constrainL\··thc relation of conjuncuon. Thus, a pair of cnnstr:unL\ m an OT gr.unmar may 
be in one of three pos�iblc relationships: 

(30) A )>  B 
A, B 
A ,.fulcrum B 

ranked 
unrankcd 
conjoined 

The evaluation cnterion of minimal vaolation holds between constraints an the 
rank�d and unrank�d relations, but docs not hold directly between constrainL\ which arc 
conjoin�d. Constraints in a conjunctive relationship do not exhibit the expected gradient 
interpretation of vaolations; rather, they show cathcr a narrower form of gradacnce or 
complete non-gradicnce in their evaluation. The gradient evaluation of a conjunction is 
dependent upon the fulcrum of the conjunction (the argument shared by the constraints) and 
the number of fulcrums in a given candidate representation. The fulcrum define.\ the 
domaan for the evaluation of the conjoined constrainL\, and each fulcrum may return at mmt 
a single violation for the conjunction. The non-gradient evaluation of conjoined constraint.\ 
follows from the logical nature of conJuncuon: a conjunction is false whenever one at.s 
conjuncL\ is false, and at does not become mor� false if more than one conjunct is false. A 
conjunction returns a non-gradient evaluataon of a given candidate whenever there is only a 
single fulcrum in the candidate, af there as more than one fulcrum then a conjunction may 
return more than a sanglc vaolauon, but there i� always a one-to-one relauon between the 
number of possable vaolauons and the number of fulcrums in a given candidate. 

Our case for recognanng constr:unt conjunction m OT turned on showmg that there 
exist languages where the criterion of mmimaJ violation docs not hold between con.\traint.s 
that have been claimed to capture vanous patterns. We demonstrated that this is true for the 
assignment of metrical structure m Dayan and in Dongolese Nubian. In each of the.\c cases 
it has been possible to capture the relevant generaliz.ations by dcfrning a new relation within 
which the requtremcnts of familiar constraints can be expressed. 
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